
	
 

 
 

SAKE BOTTLE 
by Edu Prado and Jan Pfitzer 

 
Overview: 

 

The Sake Bottle sample library is a collaboration between Edu Prado and Jan Pfitzer. It’s a unique 

library created only from samples recorded playing with a huge glass sake bottle. 

 

The library contains 9 distinct patches within 4 different Kontakt instruments (.nki files): 

• Bottle Sounds: Flute-like sounds played with on a big glass bottle; 

• Dreamy Celeste; 

• Organics Pads: 

o Air Leak; 

o Smooth; 

o Shimmer; 

o Fat Cat; 

o Space; 

• Thick Bass: 

o Thick Bass; 

o “Add sake” Bass; 

 

The user interface offers a variety of controls and effects, providing many sonic possibilities. 

 

For more on how to use the instrument please check our walkthrough video: 

https://youtu.be/w93jhsk_a1g 

  



	
 

KONTAKT: 

 

The Sake Bottle virtual instrument is a sample library that uses the Native Instruments KONTAKT 

sampler. 

It is not licensed by Native Instruments, requiring the full version of KONTAKT 5.8 or higher to run. 

Please note that with the free Kontakt player the instruments will only run in demo mode. 

 

Installation: 

 

These instruments do not require installation. However, you need to have Kontakt sampler installed in 

your computer in order to run the nki files. As the Guitarmonics and Bowed Guitar are not licensed by 

Native Instruments they do not require serial number or installation via Native Access. 

 

After downloading and unpacking the zip file containing the libraries you can run the nki files directly 

with Kontakt. When you double-click the nki files a standalone instance of Kontakt will open with the 

instrument loaded.  

 

You can also simply drag and drop the nki files into an instance of Kontakt, standalone or within your 

DAW. 

 

Another way to load your instruments is directly from the “Files” tab within Kontakt, located next to 

the “Libraries” tab on the upper left side of the Kontakt interface. Under the “Files” tab, simply locate 

the directory where you have your Sake Bottle folder, and choose the desired nki instrument. 

Note that since these instruments are not licensed by Native Instruments they will not show under the 

“Libraries” tab. 

 

Using Quickload 

 

For quicker access of the instruments within Kontakt, you can add them to your Quickload menu. 

To do this, go to the Workspace Management menu (third icon on the top right) and click on Quickload 

(or cmd+F). This will open up the Quickload menu on the bottom of the Kontakt interface. Now you 

can simply drag and drop your nki files into your Quickload menu as you prefer. 

 

 

Contact: 

For more information or any questions please check our website at sounds.eduprado.com, or email us 

on support@eduprado.com 

 

Enjoy your new sounds! 

	

	


